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We demonstrate quantum computation of two-point correlation functions for a Heisenberg spin
chain. Using the IBM Q 20 quantum machines, we find that for two sites the correlation functions
produce the exact results reliably. For four sites, results from the IBM Q 20 Tokyo quantum
computer are noisy due to read out errors and decoherence. Nevertheless, the correlation functions
retain the correct spectral information. This is illustrated in the frequency domain by accurately
extracting the magnon energies from peaks in the spectral function.

I. INTRODUCTION

Interacting systems are typically characterized by
properties of their ground state and of their low-lying
excitations. For example, in spin systems the charac-
ter of the low-energy excitations distinguishes a Heisen-
berg model from an Ising or an XY model even when the
ground states may be similar. In quantum materials, the
large variety of gapped systems (that arise from charge-
density waves, strong correlations, or superconductivity)
may be distinguished by carefully classifying their exci-
tations.

The character of the low-energy excitations varies
greatly depending on the physical behavior exhibited by
the material. Consider an insulator whose low-energy
behavior is described well by interacting spins. It will
exhibit different low-energy excitations than a metal-
lic Fermi liquid, whose low-energy behavior is described
well by electronic quasiparticles. Furthermore, differ-
ent probes (such as optical conductivity, neutron scat-
tering, or photoemission) probe different aspects of the
system. As a concrete example, consider the low-energy
excitations of the Fe-based superconductor FeSe. These
have been viewed from both a spin (neutron)1 and charge
(optical)2 perspective. Both probes provide complemen-
tary information about the material.

There are some many-body interacting systems that
can have their spectrum analytically determined. In spin
systems (like the XY model) a Holstein-Primakoff3 or
a Jordan-Wigner4 transformation transforms the system
into a form where the excitation spectrum is immedi-
ately determined. This occurs because the excitations
of the spin system actually have a fermionic character
that is cumbersome to extract in the original spin pic-
ture. Another approach is to guess the wave function
and then obtain the excitations, e.g. as in BCS theory5

or in the quantum Hall effect.6 However, for a large class
of systems no exact solution is known, and the correlation
functions that encode the low-energy excitations have to
be obtained numerically. This may be achieved by a vari-
ety of approaches including direct calculation through ex-
act diagonalization (ED), many-body perturbation the-
ory, density-matrix renormalization group, or quantum
Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations. However, these either

suffer from a finite size problem (as in ED or QMC), or re-
quire other constraints (such as weak entanglement). An
overview of these numerical methods is given in Ref. 7.

It is hoped that another potential solution to this prob-
lem can be found through the use of quantum computers.
This will inevitably happen when reliable, fault-tolerant
quantum computation is available on large size systems.
We are not there yet, but quantum hardware is available
now and in this work, we begin to illustrate how it can be
employed for these types of problems. Currently avail-
able quantum computers overwhelmingly work within a
spin-qubit paradigm, where each qubit is a spin degree
of freedom. Many-body problems involving spins are the
most natural problems to consider on such hardware.

The current quantum computers, which have been
termed noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ)
hardware8, are all constrained to have a small number
of qubits that are of poor relative “quality”; they have
short coherence times and errors due to readout and
imperfect gate application. This limits such hardware
to small-scale problems with low depth circuits. Much
work has been devoted to both the improvement of the
qubits and to their potential error correction, with the
ultimate goal being quantum computers can implement
fault-tolerant computation. However, as we demonstrate
here, accurate results can be obtained from the current
generation of hardware, when the calculations are
performed robustly.

In this paper, we show how to calculate dynamical
correlation functions using quantum computers. Our
method is based on the work of Pedernales et al.9, which
we apply to two- and four-site Heisenberg spin models.
We measure the spin-spin correlation functions by rep-
resenting them in the time domain (after employing the
Lehmann representation). This approach was also re-
cently employed by Chiesa et al.10 within the context of
molecular systems.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, We outline the calculational formalism, followed
by quantum computations on the IBM 20-qubit Tokyo
machine11 and IBM 20-qubit Almaden machine12. The
raw data are available online13.
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II. FORMALISM

In this work, we directly calculate the following two-
point dynamical correlation function9:

C(t) = 〈Φ|ÛB(t)ÛA(0)|Φ〉 , (1)

between two unitary operators ÛA and ÛB evaluated at
different times (in the Heisenberg representation). Note
that these two operators are not the time evolution op-
erators, but are typically different time-dependent spin
operators.

The circuit we employ is shown in Fig. 1 (a) and fol-
lows the well-established strategy for evaluating such ex-
pectation values14. First, the system is initialized in a
particular state (such as a pure state that is a linear su-
perposition |Φ〉 =

∑
n cn |n〉 of energy eigenstates |n〉)

via the application of a unitary operator Ûs onto the ini-
tial state of the quantum computer (which is the |0〉⊗n
state in the computational basis). In the work below,
we choose |Φ〉 to be the nondegenerate ground state in
the antiferromagnetic case and the maximally polarized
state for the ferromagnetic case. Then an ancilla qubit
is employed to create an entangled state that entangles
the two halves of the desired final matrix element of the
system (bra and ket, here denoted 〈Φ| and |Φ〉) with the
different states of the ancilla qubit (for an expectation
value these system states are identical, while for a general
matrix element, they can be different; here we compute
an expectation value). At this stage (after a Hadamard
operation on the ancilla), the (pure) state stored in the
quantum computer is

|ψ〉 =
1√
2

[|0〉 ⊗ |Φ〉+ |1〉 ⊗ |Φ〉]. (2)

The second step is to apply a controlled-UA operation
with the control on the ancilla qubit and the UA operat-
ing only on the system qubits

|ψ〉 =
1√
2
|0〉 ⊗ |Φ〉+

1√
2
|1〉 ⊗ UA |Φ〉 (3a)

=
1√
2
|0〉 ⊗ |Φ〉+

1√
2
|1〉 ⊗

∑
mn

cn 〈m|UA |n〉 |m〉 .

(3b)

Here we have expanded

UA |n〉 =
∑
m

〈m|UA |n〉 |m〉 , (4)

with {|m〉} and {|n〉} both being complete sets of states
for the system (the state |Φ〉 is equal to

∑
n cn |n〉). The

system is then evolved forward in time according to the
Hamiltonian (via the operation exp(−iHt/~), followed by

the controlled-UB operation, which yields

|ψ〉 =
1√
2
|0〉 ⊗

∑
m

cme
−iEmt |m〉

+
1√
2
|1〉 ⊗

∑
mn

cne
−iEmt 〈m|UA |n〉UB |m〉 (5a)

=
1√
2
|0〉 ⊗

∑
m

cme
−iEmt |m〉

+
1√
2
|1〉 ⊗

∑
lmn

cne
−iEmt 〈l|UB |m〉 〈m|UA |n〉 |l〉 .

(5b)

Finally, measuring the ancilla qubit then determines the
real and imaginary part of the correlation function.

In particular, we first extract the reduced density ma-
trix ρAn of the ancilla (by tracing out the system). The
diagonal elements are equal to 1

2 , and the off-diagonal
term is

ρAn0,1 =
1

2

∑
lmn

c∗l cne
−i(Em−El)t 〈l|UB |m〉 〈m|UA |n〉 . (6)

This is precisely the Lehmann representation of the cor-
relation function. Hence, measuring the ancilla qubit in
the x- [by applying a Hadamard gate] and y- [by apply-
ing a Rx(−π/2) gate] bases, finally yields the real and
imaginary parts of the desired correlation function. The
projective measurement of the reduced density matrix in
the x or y basis is given by

Pr(ρAn)x,y(|0〉〈0|) =
1

2
[1 + (Re, Im)C(t)] . (7)

Below, we will be using Pauli matrices as the operators
UA/B , which restricts the real and imaginary parts of
|C(t)| ≤ 1; this is compatible with the interpretation of
the ancilla qubit measurement as a probability.

III. RESULTS

Spin systems are a natural choice to study in digital
quantum computers because they are directly mapped
onto qubits. Work on spin systems has already begun
by others10,15. We continue this work on the periodic
Heisenberg model

H = J
∑
i

Si · Si+1, (8)

which is a representative model for a variety of magnetic
systems. Here J is the Heisenberg exchange integral and
Si is an SU(2) quantum spin operator at lattice site i with
components in the x, y, and z directions. Due to limi-
tations of the current quantum hardware, applications
are restricted to two- and four-site models with periodic
boundary conditions. For these models, the low-energy
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a) b)

FIG. 1. a) Quantum circuit for the two point correlator and b) layout used on the IBM Q 20 Tokyo machine. H is the
Hadamard rotation.

excitations obtained from the correlation function are the
transverse or longitudinal spin-spin correlation functions

〈Siα(t)Sjα(0)〉, (9)

where α ∈ {x, y, z} is the spatial component of the Pauli
spin and i, j indicate lattice sites. We will work in units
where the electron spin ~/2 is set to unity, so the spin
operators (Sα) are the Pauli matrices. Due to spatial
translation invariance, the correlation functions only de-
pend on the distance between sites ∆r ≡ |i− j|.

A. Two-site Heisenberg model

To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, we first
apply our methodology to the two-site anti-ferromagnetic
Heisenberg model with the unitary operators UA/B = Sz.
The two site Hamiltonian, H12 is defined as

H12 = JS1 · S2, (10)

The time evolution operator exp (−iH12t) is imple-
mented as shown in Fig. 2, which is based on a Cartan
KAK decomposition16. For this particular system, the

• Rx(−2Jt− π/2) H • H • Rx(π/2)

X Rz(−2Jt) X Rz(2Jt) X Rx(−π/2)

FIG. 2. Quantum circuit for the evaluation of exp (−iH12t).
X denotes a Pauli X, while Rα(θ) denotes a rotation by θ
about the axis α.

time evolution can be executed without Trotterization
and the time simply enters as a parameter in the rota-
tion gates. In other words, one can implement the time
evolution for any time with the same number of gate op-
erations. This occurs only because of special features of
the model and this small cluster; it will not scale. Fig. 3
a) shows the results for the zz spin-spin correlation func-
tion 〈Siz(t)Sjz(0)〉 compared to the exact solution. Al-
though the results from the IBM Q 20 Tokyo machine
have an amplitude that is closer to random noise than
the expected value, the measurements show a faithful re-
production of the period of the oscillations found in the

a)

b)

FIG. 3. Real and imaginary parts of the (a) zz (b) xx cor-
relation function for the two-site (a) antiferromagnetic and
(b) ferromagnetic Heisenberg model. Solid lines are the exact
solution, circles and squares are the results obtained from the
IBM Q hardware. Note that the period of the quantum com-
putation is well reproduced, even though the amplitude of the
oscillations is reduced. The computations were performed on
IBM Q Tokyo and Almaden for (a) and (b), respectively.

analytic results. In a similar way ferromagnetic xx spin-
spin correlation function has been calculated and the re-
sults obtained from IBM Q Almaden is shown in Fig. 3
b).
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B. Four-site Heisenberg model

Next, we extend the circuit to a four-site model,
where we compute the xx spin-spin correlation function
〈Six(t)Sjx(0)〉 for the ferromagnetic ground state. The fer-
romagnetic ground state is a computational basis product
state, which minimizes the number of gates required for
the calculation. Here we have broken the SU(2) sym-
metry of the Hamiltonian by choosing the ground state
to be one (all aligned along the z direction) of the ferro-
magnetic multiplet of ground states. In this case, we can
also carry out the time evolution without Trotterization;
we time evolved the state in a pairwise manner between
sites (see Fig. 4). The time evolution is factored as

FIG. 4. Quantum circuit for the evaluation of exp (−iHt) for
a 4-site ferromagnetic Heisenberg chain. For this particular
system, the full time evolution can be factorized into four
pairwise applications of exp (−iH12t). Due to the topology of
the layout, swap gates may be eliminated.

exp

(
−iJt

∑
i

Si · Si+1

)
=

exp (−iJtS1 · S2) exp (−iJtS3 · S4)×
exp (−iJtS4 · S1) exp (−iJtS2 · S3) . (11)

Although in general this way of time evolving is not ac-
curate due to non-commutativity of operators, for this
particular situation it turns out to be exact due to a
fortuitous cancellation of terms. For four sites this de-
composition is exact in the all spin aligned and one spin
flipped sub sector. In the case of ferromagentic ground
state xx correlation function, this is the sub sector that is
relevant. For other ground states or larger systems one
needs to incorporate the full Trotterization scheme for
the correct time evolution.

Fig. 5 shows the measured results from the IBM Q 20
Tokyo for the three possible values of ∆r on a four-site
cluster, as well as the analytic result for benchmarking.
We have exploited the geometry of the IBM Q 20 machine
to avoid as many swap gates as possible; the four sites
were laid out in a circular pattern, and the ancilla was
directly connected to two of the sites (see Fig. 1). In stark
contrast to the two-site model, the measured data are far
from the exact results. However, some patterns may still
be recognized. To improve the quality of the data, we
employ two types of error mitigation techniques.

First a readout error mitigation is applied to the data,
where the readout error of the ancilla qubit is calibrated
based on the measurement of a pure |0〉 or |1〉 state. If
the ancilla qubit is measured without any gates applied,

0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

S1 x
(t)

S1 x
(0

)

Real part

Imaginary part

/ Raw Data
/ Exact

0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

S2 x
(t)

S1 x
(0

) Real part

Imaginary part

/ Raw Data
/ Exact

0 1 2 3 4 5
|J|t

1.0

0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

S3 x
(t)

S1 x
(0

) Real part

Imaginary part
/ Raw Data

/ Exact

FIG. 5. xx spin-spin correlation function for the four-site fer-
romagnetic Heisenberg model. The measured raw data (cir-
cles, from the IBM Q 20 Tokyo) are compared with the ana-
lytic (solid lines) results.

ideally the probability to obtain state |1〉, p(1|0) is 0 and
probability to obtain |0〉 state, p(0|0) is 1, and similar for
the measurement after applying an X gate. In practical-
ity, these probabilities will have some noise. A calibration
matrix can be defined as

C =

(
p(0|0) p(0|1)
p(1|0) p(1|1)

)
(12)

Thus in order to get the read out corrected value of
the ancilla qubit measurements we need to multiply by
the inverse of the caliberation matrix.(

p0,corrected
p1,corrected

)
= (C)−1

(
p0,measured

p1,measured

)
(13)

Second, a phase and scale correction is also applied.
This technique is already known to be applied in the
context of spin dynamics10. Using the exact result for
the equal-time onsite spin-spin correlation function (in
our units)

〈S1
x(0)S1

x(0)〉 = 1, (14)

we determine a complex multiplicative correction factor
by comparing the measured complex correlation function
to this exact result. All the data points are then multi-
plied by this complex factor to correct their phase and
scale. We do not know exactly why the same phase and
scale factor improves all the data points, it could be cor-
recting the asymmetry in measurement error or correct-
ing the errors coming from the unitary gates which has
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the same structure for all the data points. This correc-
tion seems to work empirically.

The error-mitigated data is shown in Fig. 6. While the
readout error mitigation makes some minor changes, a
clear effect can be seen due to the phase-and-scale miti-
gation. In particular, the ∆r = 0 data now shows a signal
that is clearly reflective of the analytic results; the re-
maining ∆r 6= 0 also exhibit some oscillations, although
not as clearly.

a)

b)

FIG. 6. xx spin-spin correlation function. a) Comparison
of the error-mitigated data after just a readout correction
(green), with both a read out and phase-and-scale (labelled
PaS) correction (blue) and the corresponding analytical re-
sult (red). b) Comparison of the phase-and-scale and readout
corrected data (blue), the Fourier fit as discussed in the main
text (orange) and the analytic result (red). The top and bot-
tom rows show the real and imaginary parts of the function
respectively. Clearly, full error mitigation is required to ex-
tract meaningful results.

The low-energy excitations of the periodic Heisenberg
chain are magnons. A reconstruction of the magnon spec-
trum requires a Fourier transform of the correlation func-
tion from real space to momentum space, and from time
to frequency. This is because the magnon dispersion is
extracted as the peak of the corresponding dynamical

0.0

0.4

0.8

1.2

q=0
Analytic

Read out + PaS

Read out

0.0

0.1

0.2

|S
(q

,
)|2 q= /2

4 0 4 8 12
 ( |J| )

0.0

0.1

0.2 q= 

FIG. 7. The dynamic spin susceptibility, |S(q, ω)|2. It is ob-
tained from the xx spin-spin correlation functions for the four-
site ferromagnetic Heisenberg model. Readout corrected, and
readout+phase-and-scale corrected data are compared with
the analytic result.

spin susceptibility. Although the Fourier transformations
may be performed directly, an issue arises due to the
inequivalent noise between the different measurements.
The Fourier transform relies on an interference between
different correlation functions, and if those terms have
different amplitudes due to variable noise, contamination
across channels may occur. We demonstrate this below;
in preparation for that discussion, we first consider a dif-
ferent treatment of the data. Based on the assumption of
a single frequency ωq for each q point, we globally fit the
measured data for all ∆r with an inverse Fourier trans-
form of this assumption, letting the amplitudes Aq and
frequencies ωq be free variables:

〈Six(t)Sjx(0)〉 =
∑
q

Aqe
iq(ri−rj)e−iωqt (15)

In the absence of noise, the Aq are given by the usual
constants for a 4-site Fourier transform; with the noise
present in the quantum computer, these are not exact.
The results are shown in Fig. 6 together with the phase-
and-scale mitigated data and the analytic solution.

Fig. 7 plots the power spectra of the spin-spin cor-
relation functions in energy and momentum |S(q, ω)|2,
including the analytic results, the raw data and the
readout+phase-and-scale mitigated data. The expected
results, which are unique peaks in the spectra for the
magnon excitations, are clearly seen in the spectrum of
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FIG. 8. |S(q, ω)|2 for all the four cases along with the magnon dispersion curve. The fit plot has peaks at the frequencies
obtained by fitting the data. The raw-data and phase-and-scale error mitigated plots have a finite width because of the finite
number of data points in the time domain. The raw-data plot is scaled up. In all cases, peaks at the expected magnon
frequencies are clearly visible; for the raw-data and phase-and-scale corrected data there is leakage to other channels.

the analytic results. The raw data from the quantum cal-
culation, while they appear extremely noisy, do contain
the spectral content of the magnons; We observe peaks at
the correct frequencies; however, there is some contam-
ination between the channels. All momenta have signal
at ω = 0, and there is notable content from q = 0 at
finite frequency.

As mentioned above, this contamination may be ame-
liorated by a Fourier transform with the amplitudes and
frequencies as fitting parameters. The results are shown
in Fig. 6. The obtained fitted frequencies are -0.03, 4.03,
7.97, 4.03 while the exact values are 0,4,8,4 respectively.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have outlined and applied a quantum circuit for
evaluating the low-energy excitations of the periodic
Heisenberg chain. For a very short chain (two-site), one
obtains reasonable behavior of the system; for an inter-
mediate length chain (four-site), the raw data contains
significant noise. Nevertheless, we can still obtain the
correct frequency information from the data. This is
further improved by applying a phase-and-scale correc-
tion for each set of measurements of the correlation func-

tion. Our results suggest that this approach of computing
correlation functions for space/time translation-invariant
systems, or more generally properties that can be ex-
pressed as interference patterns for systems with these
kinds of symmetries, may not require fault-tolerant com-
putation. Rather, the Fourier transforms act as effective
filters that naturally enhance the oscillation patterns ob-
served in the data. In this work, we have shown that this
is the case for small systems, but with the availability of
higher quality qubits this approach can be expanded to
even larger systems.
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Appendix: Four site time evolution

For the four site time evolution, we have decomposed
the circuit into pairwise qubit time evolution as

exp(−iHt) = exp(−iH12t) exp(−iH34t)

× exp(−iH23t) exp(−iH14t) (A.1)

where H = H12 + H23 + H34 + H14 and Hij is the two
site Heisenberg interaction Hamiltonian. This decompo-
sition is not exact in general, but for all spin aligned
up(m=4) and three spins aligned up and one spin along
down (m=2) sectors this decomposition is exact. For cal-
culating two point correlation functions in ferromagnetic
ground state only these sectors matter. This is the rea-
son why we do not need to use Trotterisation in our four
site calculations. The resulting time evolution matrix for
m=2 sector is

Um=2(t) =

 a0 a1 a2 a1
a1 a0 a1 a2
a2 a1 a0 a1
a1 a2 a1 a0

 , (A.2)

where

a0 = cos(2Jt)2, a1 = − i
2

sin(4Jt), a2 = − sin(2Jt)2.
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